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 Article Introduction Paragraph: 
 Communications based train control (CBTC) has existed for over two decades and remains the 
 leading technology for urban transport systems to increase capacity, reliability, availability, and 
 automate train operations. However, transport operators demand more trains per hour, higher 
 availability, lower costs, and faster deployments. This article provides an overview of a next 
 generation sensor fusion odometry solution that achieves these improvements, and results from 
 trials using a Humatics positioning solution to replace traditional CBTC odometry solutions. 

 1.  Sensor Fusion positioning and train control 
 systems 

 Traditional CBTC systems rely on a diverse set of sensors to provide accurate position, speed 
 and acceleration data used for train control actions such as movement authorities, safe braking 
 distances and speed changes. These sensors may include transponders or balises, single axis 
 accelerometers, and wheel tachometers. Each of these sensors provides data that is fused 
 together and processed by the train’s localization function to determine train position, speed, 
 acceleration and heading. 

 Each sensor has been developed for a very specific task. Transponders or balises are precise 
 points on the track used to ensure positional certainty. High precision areas such as station 
 stops, switch locations and yard/depots require many transponders to be installed to maintain 
 positional certainty. Additionally, transponders require bulky transmission modules located in 
 difficult to access and environmentally abused locations under the train. Wheel tachometers are 
 classic sensors that have been used for decades as a confident method to provide a steady 
 pulse of speed and acceleration information. Unfortunately, wheel tachometer data can be 
 inaccurate due to wheel diameters changes caused by normal wear and tear and are subjected 
 to phenomena known as wheel slip and slide when adhesion issues are encountered. If not 
 compensated, these errors are injected into the localization function and can cause detrimental 
 emergency braking or artificial increases of movement authorities unnecessarily limiting 
 systems overall capacity. Single axis accelerometers are used to help determine along track 
 accelerations and can be used to detect slip and slide events providing awareness of the issue 
 when it occurs. These accelerometers are often installed in difficult to access locations internal 
 to the train computing compartments or underneath the vehicle. Accelerometers can also be 
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 susceptible to pegging where the sensor is effectively stuck in a position, eliminating the 
 usefulness of the device. 

 All of the sensors described above can be eliminated from a CBTC system using a sensor 
 fusion based odometry solution using Ultra Wideband (UWB), inertial measurement unit sensors 
 (IMUs) and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) where available [1]. 

 Figure 1 - UWB based Odometry System Conceptual Representation 

 UWB is a point to point ranging technology that calculates a centimeter level distance 
 measurement. Positional and speed estimates can be calculated using UWB range data. In this 
 sensor suite, UWB serves as a blanket of positional coverage that can span 100s of meters 
 replacing the need of transponders and providing higher levels of positional certainty that can 
 increase system capacity. In high precision areas, UWB beacons can be thought of as terrestrial 
 based GNSS satellites where the more beacons in view the better the positional coverage is. 
 Where tens of transponders may have been necessary at a station stop - only a few UWB 
 beacons are required to provide centimeter level positioning. An example of a UWB-based 
 sensor-fusion odometry system, the Humatics Rail Navigation System (HRNS), is shown in 
 Figure 1. 

 The onboard IMU measures vehicle accelerations and angular velocities which can be paired 
 with proven navigation algorithms to calculate vehicle orientation and relative changes in 
 velocity and position. Recent advances in IMU technology provide superior performance and 
 multiple axis measurements in a low cost and small form factor compared with single axis 
 accelerometers. 

 In open sky environments, GNSS can be used to provide a low infrastructure, and therefore, 
 lower cost solution. Solutions will leverage GNSS where positional uncertainty is free to grow 
 such as between station stops, while augmenting the positional precision with UWB in critical 
 areas such as station stops or switches. 
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 Robust solutions must thus use sensor diversity with sophisticated sensor fusion algorithms that 
 combine data from multiple sensors to formulate precise localization estimates. The use of 
 multiple sensor inputs reduces overall uncertainty, allowing for shortcomings in one sensor type 
 to be mitigated by strengths in another. The advantage of this approach is a smaller overall 
 uncertainty of localization estimates and a higher level of robustness and availability as the 
 system can maintain operation in the face of an individual sensor failure or malfunction. These 
 solutions are being developed by established signaling providers [2] as well as start ups looking 
 to break into the rail industry. 

 Figure 2 - Comparative view of traditional CBTC Odometry vs. Sensor Fusion Odometry 

 As Figure 2 illustrates, traditional CBTC and UWB based odometry solutions both rely on the 
 same premise for safety - sensor diversity. Each technique uses multiple non-vital sensors to 
 create checks and balances among inputs and sensor data to determine if the data and 
 calculations are valid (does it make sense and is the data trustworthy) and if all sensors are 
 operating and providing expected data. 

 2.  System Architecture 
 The UWB based sensor fusion odometry solution can be viewed as two distinct subsystems, 
 wayside and trainborne, that work together to form an overall solution. 

 The wayside subsystem consists of UWB beacons mounted along the wayside approximately 
 1.5-1.8 meters high and powered by a 12-48 volts Direct Current (DC) source. The precisely 
 surveyed beacon positions are translated into an along track reference frame and stored in a 
 wayside database. The number of and distance between beacons varies depending on the track 
 geometry, environment (tunnel, open air), and the target positional performance requirements. 

 The trainborne subsystem consists of UWB nodes that range to the wayside beacons along the 
 track, an IMU that is used to create an inertial navigation system and feedback loop, and a 
 GNSS receiver (where applicable). These sensors are typically installed inside the vehicle, 
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 protected from the environment and readily accessible. An onboard computing unit hosts the 
 sensor fusion algorithms and interfaces with the train control system. 

 As the train traverses the track, each sensor provides data into the rail localization engine, a 
 sensor fusion software algorithm that processes the data and provides estimates of position, 
 speed, acceleration, heading and other information required by train control systems. 

 3.  CBTC Integration 

 CBTC integration begins with devising the correct architecture to meet operational 
 requirements. Typically the architecture is either 2-out-of-2 (2oo2) or 2-out-of-3 (2oo3). A 2oo2 
 consists of two independent instances of the UWB based odometry solutions feeding an 
 onboard computer for arbitration and consistency checks. A 2oo3 has 3 instances feeding an 
 onboard computer. Here the tradeoff is between cost and availability where 2oo2 is a lower cost 
 solution while a 2oo3 system provides superior availability. 

 A detailed ethernet based interface control document (ICD) is defined with the train control 
 provider that establishes exactly what localization information needs to be transferred between 
 systems and what format the information should be in for proper communication. Typical data 
 exchanges include the estimates of position, speed, acceleration, heading & direction of the 
 vehicle, track database & segment information, and health & status messages. 

 One of the critical metrics for proper integration is to ensure the localization data is provided at a 
 high enough rate to be useful and fresh. UWB-based systems can provide update rates up to 
 40Hz. 

 4.  Proven Results 
 As an example of the real-world suitability of UWB-based odometry solutions for CBTC and 
 mainline applications, the Humatics Rail Navigation System odometry platform using UWB, IMU 
 and GNSS is being trialed by three signaling suppliers in North America and Italy, all showing 
 very positive results thus far. 

 4.1.  New York City, USA 
 In the United States, New York City has been exploring UWB positioning as a means to speed 
 up traditional CBTC deployments and reduce the total cost of ownership of such systems [3] [4]. 

 Since 2019, the HRNS with UWB and IMU has been deployed on over 8.8 kms of track 
 encompassing all environments (tunnel, at grade and elevated sections) operating in shadow 
 mode collecting over 15 Terabytes (TB) of data. The deployed system consists of a 2oo3 
 architecture to mimic a safe and robust architecture that would satisfy revenue service safety, 
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 reliability and availability requirements. Three independent HRNS sensor suites were fed to an 
 onboard control computer for arbitration and consistency checks. 

 Figure 3 - New York City Deployment Area and Wayside and Carborne Installations 

 Additionally, the HRNS successfully passed all train control functional tests that covered all 
 CBTC operating modes - Automatic Train Operation (ATO), Automatic Train Supervision (ATS) 
 and Automatic Train Protection (ATP). 

 Customer performance requirements were +/- 15 centimeters (cm) at station stop and +/- 30 cm 
 dynamic positioning. The HRNS exceeded performance requirements achieving +/- 5 cm static 
 positioning (as can be seen in Figure 4) and achieving +/- 20 cm dynamic positioning throughout 
 the trial. Availability expectations were met as the HRNS proved robust using the IMU sensor to 
 maintain localization through UWB blackout areas. The 2oo3 architecture and integration with 
 the train control system were ultimately deemed safety certifiable by the New York City 
 contracted Independent Safety Assessor (ISA) [5]. 
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 Figure 4 - Static Position performance achieved in New York Deployment 

 Operational benefits were realized including being able to retrofit trains with UWB odometry 
 within 2 days and demonstrating the system's simple maintenance by replacing wayside 
 beacons within 7 minutes on average without needing to halt revenue service. Not requiring 
 equipment under the train also allowed trainborne equipment to be replaced in a yard 
 environment within 15 minutes without requiring access to maintenance bays. 

 4.2.  Italy 
 In Italy, the HRNS has been deployed on a train control provider’s test track to determine if the 
 technical performance meets baseline requirements +/- 30 cm dynamic positional accuracy and 
 +/- 2 kilometers per hour (km/h) speed accuracy, <25 cm and +/- 0.5 km/h stationary accuracy 
 for both UWB and GNSS primary modes. Additionally, a stress test was performed to determine 
 the performance of the system with reduced wayside beacons available to the system. 
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 Figure 5 - Italy Wayside Installation 

 The HRNS position and speed estimates were evaluated against a precise ground truth 
 consisting of an GNSS-Aided Inertial Navigation System with 1 cm accuracy and a non-contact 
 optical sensor with an accuracy of +/- 0.1 km/h. A Graphical User Interface (GUI), which can be 
 seen in Figure 6, was created to ensure a proper integration of the HRNS system with a 
 simulated CBTC system. The GUI was used to evaluate overall system operation and real time 
 performance. 

 Figure 6 - Humatics Real Time Graphical User Interface 
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 Figure 7a - Italy Deployment Dynamic Estimated Position 
 Figure 7b - Positional Error 

 A sample set of estimated position and positional error compared to the precise ground truth is 
 illustrated in Figure 7a and 7b for one round trip test run. The position estimate proved 
 continuous localization of the vehicle along the entirety of the track and stayed within the 
 specification. 

 Formal performance evaluation testing proved that the HRNS met all expected performance 
 requirements and maintained performance and availability while removing 30% of wayside 
 beacons. These formal tests confirmed sensor fusion positioning systems can meet CBTC 
 performance requirements while minimizing wayside infrastructure creating a high precision 
 positioning system at a lower cost than traditional odometry [6]. Applications beyond traditional 
 signaling are being evaluated using the same sensor platform with testing underway to validate 
 system performance and integration with platform screen door positioning. 

 5.  Benefits and challenges of sensor fusion based 
 positioning systems 

 5.1.  Benefits 
 Signaling providers and public transport authorities are evaluating UWB-based positioning 
 systems to replace classic CBTC positioning technologies. The most frequently mentioned 
 benefits include: 

 ●  Greatly improved positioning precision; 
 ●  Elimination  of  speed  sensor  adjustments,  accelerometer  checks  and  balances,  balise 

 communication checks, and wheel diameter calibration and adjustments; 
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 ●  Reduction of infrastructure capital and operational expenses (CAPEX and OPEX) thanks 
 to simpler, more protected and more resilient beacon installation points; 

 ●  Faster and more efficient installation and maintenance of trainborne equipment, 
 ●  Uniformity of stopping positions for different train classes; 
 ●  Elimination of errors and operational problems associated with wheel slip and slide; 
 ●  Future-proofing  for  advanced  features  like  virtual  coupling,  automated  train  rescue  and 

 platform screen door integration. 

 There  are  many  more  benefits  that  can  be  reaped  thanks  to  UWB  technology,  including 
 permitting  next  generation  sensor  fusion  approaches  that  build  more  complete,  cost  effective, 
 safer  and  more  secure  signaling  solutions.  These  solutions  would  incorporate  UWB,  GNSS, 
 LiDar,  Radar  and  vision  systems  with  traditional  positioning,  thus  making  maintenance  simpler 
 and more efficient, while improving system safety thanks to redundancy. 

 5.2.  Challenges 
 Challenges exist which must be mitigated to ensure broader industry adoption. For example, the 
 solution requires power and cabling for the wayside beacons to operate, adding a cost that does 
 not exist with traditional CBTC transponders. This additional cost is limited, as the range of 
 UWB combined with other sensor inputs allow wayside beacons to only be installed where 
 power is readily available such as at stations and where powered equipment already exists on 
 the wayside such as with Digital Communication System (DCS) locations. In the future UWB 
 could be powered by easily accessible lighting fixtures. 

 In addition, UWB is a line of sight technology meaning that two radios need to be visible to one 
 another for proper operations. For example, tunnel curves pose a challenge when trying to 
 maintain line of sight as the walls obstruct the radio's field of view. This challenge must be 
 overcome by using additional sensors to offset any UWB coverage issues. Typical sensors such 
 as IMUs can be used to aid positioning in areas that lack UWB or proven sensors like GNSS 
 can be used as the primary positional modality in open air environments reducing the need for 
 overly dense wayside deployments. 

 6.  Current development and deployment status 
 UWB based odometry solutions are market ready and being piloted by CBTC suppliers and 
 transport authorities seeking hands-on experience with this new technology before it becomes 
 the industry standard. Ongoing trials moving toward revenue service are currently in progress in 
 Canada, the United States, and Europe. The final stages of development consist of creating 
 integrated safety cases with train control providers and UWB suppliers. UWB based odometry 
 solutions will be ready for revenue service deployments within a year. 

 In the near future, additional sensors will be integrated into a sensor fusion platform allowing the 
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 right sensor to solve the right problem at the right cost point. Leveraging the advancements 
 made in other industries such as autonomous vehicles will continue to drive down sensor costs 
 and provide valuable techniques and algorithms for the rail industry [7]. 

 7.  Other Applications of UWB in Rail and Metro 
 Systems 

 The promise of UWB based sensor fusion technologies is apparent and applications beyond 
 CBTC signaling are being explored. The most logical next step is to use UWB in GNSS based 
 signaling applications such as European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) or Positive 
 Train Control (PTC) to augment GNSS positioning in degraded environments such as urban 
 areas with tall buildings, dense forests or tunnels. Other applications exist that unlock further 
 automation potential such as using precise UWB ranging to aid virtual coupling or train integrity 
 applications where separation distances must be constantly maintained and monitored. 

 8.  Conclusion 
 Next generation technologies are revolutionizing the rail space with safety critical systems being 
 the last to see disruption. Sensor fusion platforms are ready for revenue service and will provide 
 operational improvements, increased capacity and maintenance savings to the public 
 transportation authorities while providing a competitive differentiator to those signaling providers 
 who embrace technological innovation. 
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